
 

 

World Handicap System Update 

No doubt you all have been busy swotting up on the World Handicap System rules during 
the last lockdown, but the important thing is just to forget about that and enjoy playing golf 
again.  The computer will do the rest. 

If you are concerned that your new WHS handicap is very different from your old handicap, 
there are two main reasons.  Your handicap may be based on very few scores so a lot of 
emphasis is placed on only a small number of rounds.  The answer is to play more pre-
registered social golf or participate in competitions to build up to the eight from last 20 
rounds so that WHS is at its design level of accuracy.  On the other hand if you already 
have 20 scores in your record and your WHS handicap is very different from your old 
CONGU handicap, this may be because you have a lot of old rounds in your latest 20.  
Again the solution is to submit more pre-registered social or competition scores and you 
should find that your handicap will quite quickly reflect your current playing ability. 

You will notice some changes in IG.  If you click on Handicap Record in the app, the 
Handicap tab shows your WHS Handicap Index, your last 20 rounds and the best eight 
counting rounds .  The Rounds tab shows your past pre-WHS rounds and any entered 
Personal scores, while the Calculator tab displays your WHS Course Handicap and 
competition Playing Handicap for White, Yellow or Red Tees on Blyth.  Valley Course is 
not yet displayed here.  You can see the same data on the Halesworth Members IG 
website by going to My Golf/My Rounds.  However, here the rounds listed on this page are 
the pre-WHS qualifiers and Personal Scores.  To see the latest WHS history you need to 
click the WHS Handicap Index at the top of the page. 

I would urge you whenever possible to enter your Competition Scores or Pre-registered 
social scores directly in IG using the app on your smartphone or on the members website.  
The England Golf Covid Guidance still states that cards should not be exchanged. 

Before WHS all the handicap calculation was done by IG and the resulting handicap was 
uploaded to the England Golf central database.  Now IG uploads the scores every night 
and the handicap calculations are done on the England Golf WHS platform.  IG then picks 
up and displays the latest handicap data the next morning.  So when you submit a new 
pre-registered or competition round, you wont find out about any changes to your handicap 
until the next morning.  Unfortunately you will no longer get an email from IG notifying you 
of changes. 

All the WHS handicap data in IG is dowloaded from the new England Golf WHS Platform.  
This is why you will sometimes see the message in IG “Error connecting to the WHS 
platform”.  Connectivity issues have been an ongoing problem since the WHS launch but 
hopefully these are being fixed. However,  if you want to get your handicap information 
direct from the horses mouth, you need to register and login to the England Golf Members 
website and download the MyEG smartphone app.  The MyEG app additionally provides 
Course Handicap calculations for all the courses in England and lets you keep track of 
your friends’ latest scores. 

We have been busy since the beginning of November trying to correct WHS errors and 
track down missing handicaps.  Unfortunately there are still some issues for a very small 
number of members.  We know what the issues are and we are pushing England Golf to 
get them fixed.  We are also still waiting for the Valley course to be set up on the WHS 
platform, so for the moment it is not possible to submit pre-registered social scores on 
Valley.  We just have to be patient and give the new system time to settle down. 

Robert Steven, Handicap Secretary 


